Dorothea Buck, 102, Dies; Nazi Victim and Voice for Mentally Ill
After a forced sterilization at 19, she became first a sculptor and then an advocate for more
humane psychiatric care in modern Germany and beyond.

Dorothea Buck in 1956. Twenty years earlier, Nazi authorities declared her schizophrenic and
sterilized her. Years later she transformed herself from a full-time sculptor into a crusader on behalf
of the mentally ill. Credit Alexandra Pohlmeier
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In March 1936, a week before Hitler’s troops reoccupied the Rhineland, violating the treaty that a
defeated Germany had signed to end World War I, Dorothea Buck, the 19-year-old daughter of a
German pastor, was so traumatized by the prospect of another brutal European war that she had to
be hospitalized.
Ruled schizophrenic, she was sterilized under the Nazi-era “hereditary health law” protocols, which
had been imposed to prevent so-called genetic impurities from being transmitted to future
generations of Caucasians whom the Germans considered Aryan.
For nine months she was confined to an asylum, which disciplined her by dousing her with cold
water and subjected her to medical abuses camouflaged as curatives. A surgical scar resulting from
her sterilization was falsely attributed to an appendectomy.
When she was released, she was barred from marrying and denied a career as a kindergarten
teacher. During a subsequent hospitalization, in the middle of World War II, she learned that she had
been spared the fate of tens of thousands of others deemed mentally deficient by the Nazi
authorities: euthanasia.
Even after the war, when she had become a sculptor and art teacher, she suffered from poor
treatment during two more hospitalizations. Finally, after her last psychotic episode, in 1959, she
transformed herself from a full-time sculptor into a crusader for more humane psychiatric therapies
— writing about the subject, giving lectures, holding seminars and helping to start organizations to
protect the mentally ill.
She died on Oct. 9 in Hamburg, Germany, at 102. Her death was announced by the Psychiatric Clinic
of the Charité, the joint medical school of the Free University of Berlin and the Humboldt University
of Berlin. Charité is one of the largest university hospitals in Europe.
Just outside the clinic’s lecture hall is Mrs. Buck’s bronze sculpture of a mother and child. As a
representation of the maternal bond, the work, dedicated in 2008, also suggests, Mrs. Buck said, the
kind of intimate personal relationship between doctors and psychotic patients that she found
“missing in today’s psychiatry.”
“My artistic work was about the relations of shapes and forms to each other,” she wrote in a
memoir, “On the Trail of the Morning Star” (1990). “The unrelatedness of psychiatrist to her patients
contradicted everything human.”
She first published that book under the name Sophie Zerchin (an anagram of the German word for
schizophrenia) to protect her professional reputation as an artist. But she later emerged publicly, in
speeches and written appeals, as a patient advocate.
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